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Abstract

Tmuse displays the relations between words
that have a meaning similar to that of a query,
as shown in Fig. 1. Rather than mere lists, as
most dictionaries do, or flat networks of relations 1 , Tmuse displays emergent clusters, as semantic fields, and lays out the closest words according to their relative semantic similarity, in
a 3D, visually ergonomic presentation. As explained in Navarro et al. (2011), displaying results as a few clusters rather than as long lists
is ergonomic, because users find zones of interest at a glance. Beyond the monolingual usage,
Tmuse can also help in the cross-lingual case, for
instance when the source language is not the user’s
native language. Tmuse displays the various semantic fields associated with a query word in the
source language. Since semantic fields associated
with words are not necessarily similar across languages, users might not be familiar with this local semantic structure. Each source semantic field
is translated into the target language (user’s native
language in this example) by a set of target words
that are semantically consistent with the source semantic field. This process is called Proxlation, as
it uses both translation and proxemy in the target
language. So, users can grasp, through a set of native language words, the actual meaning of each
displayed semantic field, even if it does not constitute a semantic unit of their native language.

We demonstrate an online application to
explore lexical networks. Tmuse displays
a 3D interactive graph of similar words,
whose layout is based on the proxemy between vertices of synonymy and translation networks. Semantic themes of words
related to a query are outlined, and projected across languages. The application
is useful as, for example, a writing assistance. It is available, online, for Mandarin
Chinese, English and French, as well as
the corresponding language pairs, and can
easily be fitted to new resources.

1

Introduction

Although Natural Language Processing applications can not fully replace human abilities to
write, read and understand texts, they have proven
to be a great assistance for many linguistic tasks.
For example, if state of the art Machine Translation (MT) productions can not be considered
as accomplished texts, a great variety of Computer Assisted Translation (CAT) software (Trados, OmegaT) help translators work faster, more
accurately and consistently. Many writing and
reading situations require the extensive use of dictionaries to find or confirm the exact meaning of
words to be used in a specific context with specific
connotations.
The issue is multiplied when writers manipulate a language for which they are not native. Online dictionaries and thesauri provide the necessary assistance (Linguee, Wordreference, WordNet, Merriam-Webster...), but they can be difficult to make sense of, because, although they provide definitions, subsenses, usage and lists of synonyms, the relations between these informations
(semantic similarity of the various synonyms, subsenses) are not directly presented to the user.

The Tmuse exploration tool is based on synonymy graphs and translation bigraphs. The prototype is available online 2 for general English, Mandarin and French, as well as the corresponding language pairs. It can readily be extended to more languages or more specific terminologies, provided
the necessary resources.

1. For example : homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/
adubey/software/wnbrowser/index.html
2. www.naviprox.net/tmuse
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F IGURE 1 – Example of Tmuse translated Semantic Fields

2

Demonstrated system components

classes are used.

This section overviews the chain of semantic
processing components that constitute the backbone of Tmuse, and details resource modelling
and theoretical principles underlying each step.
Tmuse processes query words to provide a topological description of their semantic landscape. On
the basis of a synonymy resource, it first finds a
number of proxemes, i.e. a set of words that are semantically close to the query. This set of proxemes
is then represented as a graph, in 3D. The graph’s
layout respects the semantic proximity of its vertices, and communities of specifically close words
are highlighted. In the bilingual case, proxemybased sets of translations of these communities are
presented in relation with the graph clusters.
2.1

Translation Resources Translation resources
are modelled as bigraphs B = ((V1 , V2 ), E),
where V1 ∪ V2 = V is the set of vertices of the
graph, V1 representing the source language lemmas, V2 the target language lemmas (V1 ∩V2 = ∅).
E ⊂ V1 × V2 is the set of edges, which only link
lemmas of V1 to lemmas of V2 if V2 is declared
translation of V1 in the resource.
2.2

Word query processing pipeline

2.2.1 Subgraph extraction by random walk
Tmuse uses the Prox algorithm to fetch the N
closest words, in the synonymy network, of the
query : the proxemes.
The Prox algorithm : In a graph G = (V, E),
the Proxemy of a word to the query is the probability of reaching it by a short random walk of t time
steps (Gaume, 2004). Such a random walk can be
defined by a Markov chain on V with a |V | × |V |
transition matrix [G] (Bollobas, 2002) :

Resource modelling

Synonymy Resources are modelled as graphs
G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices. It
corresponds to the resource’s lemmas, which are
unique. Indeed, the several subsenses of a form
are not represented by several vertices, but with
the various synonymy connections of the single
vertex. A pair of vertices (a, b) defines an edge
((a, b) ∈ E) if and only if a is declared synonymous with b in the resource. The resulting graph is
then made reflexive and symmetric.

[G] = (gu,v )u,v∈V ,
with
gu,v =

Wordnet and thesaurus type resources are
modelled like the synonymy resources, but edges
are drawn within synsets : two lemmas are linked
if they belong to at least one common synset. Instead of synsets, the leaves of the thesaurus tree of




1
if {u, v} ∈ E,
|NGu |



0

else.

|NGu | is the degree of vertex u in G. Let PGt (u v)
be the probability of a walker starting on vertex u
to reach a vertex v after t steps :
PGt (u v) = ([G]t )u,v
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vertex colours. Vertex labels are listed, cluster by
cluster, alongside the 3D representation.

The starting point of a random walk can be generalised to a probability distribution P0 . In that case :
PGt (P0

v) = (P0 .[G]t )v

2.2.4

Bilingual exploration by Proxlation

Like in the monolingual case, the 3D representation describes the semantic topology around the
query, with source language words as vertex labels, and the corresponding clusters.
However, the side lists are labelled with the K
best translations of the source language clusters,
called proxlations, and chosen in two steps.
First, Tmuse lists all the translations of all the
vertices of the source cluster. Each (target language) translation is weighted according to the
number of words of the cluster it translates. This
constitutes P0 , a probability distribution vector
from which a random walk is launched, on the target language synonymy graph.
The K best proxemes of P0 are selected as the
proxlations of the source language cluster, and appear in the list of the corresponding colour. Selecting proxlations instead of direct translations enables Tmuse to filter out words whose meaning is
not consistent with the cluster’s semantic theme.

We call proxemes of an initial probability distribution P0 , the vertices of the graph associated with
their proxemy. The best proxemes are the ones
with the highest proxemy. As shown in Gaume and
Mathieu (2007), the “PageRank” approach, biased
with a damping factor to the starting point (sometimes called “personalised PageRank”), results in
dynamics similar to such short random walks. Its
computational cost is however much higher, as it
necessitates the knowledge of the whole graph,
whereas short random walks only require knowledge of immediate neighbours, at each time-step.
Subgraph Tmuse fetches the N best proxemes
of the query. The subgraph induced by this set in
the synonymy graph is displayed. In other words
the displayed subgraph is made of these proxemes
and all the synonymy links they have between
themselves.
2.2.2 Graph clustering
State of the art community detection algorithms
(Lancichinetti and Fortunato, 2009) are used to
partition the extracted subgraph into several semantic zones, materialized on the interface by several colours. We use for instance the Infomap clustering algorithm (Rosvall and Bergstrom, 2008).

3

System functionalities

3.1

Basic usage

The typical use case of Tmuse is similar to an
information retrieval scenario : the user queries
a word, and the application replies with relevant
lexical semantic information. As described in 2,
the application displays a 3D interactive subgraph
and lists of related words. Users can make the
subgraph turn, zoom on zones of interest, focus
on one “semantic field”, highlight the actual synonymy links of any word. They can also explore
specific meanings by double clicking on words,
which launches a new query with this new word.
What the interface displays depends on several parameters (number of proxemes, synonymy only,
clustering algorithm and layout) that the interested
or more advanced user can set.

2.2.3 Layout
The extracted subgraph, with colour-coded
clusters, is displayed in an interactive 3D representation. Vertices are labeled with their lemmas. Their relative positions respect their semantic proximity, thanks to the following algorithm
(Gaume, 2008) :
Each vertex u0 of the subgraph is associated
with a proxemy vector Pu0 of |V | dimensions :
the v coordinate of Pu0 is the proxemy between
u0 and the v vertex of the graph : PGt (u0 v).
This models a set of N location in an
|V |-dimensional space. Two semantically similar
words will have similar proxemy vectors and will
therefore lie close to each other.
Principal Components Analysis projects this
N × |V |- dimensional data set onto N × 3- dimensional data set, that optimally represents its structure.
Clusters computed by the clustering component
2.2.2 are materialised in the layout by different

3.2

Bilingual exploration

In a bilingual mode, users query a word in the
source language, and the application displays both
the semantic landscape of the query in the source
3.
4.
5.
6.
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www.atilf.fr
www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/10681
dict.revised.moe.edu.tw/
cc-cedict.org/wiki/

Name
Dicosyn
Wiktionary
Princetown Wordnet
Roget
Cilin
Chinese Wordnet
MOE dictionary
CEDict
Authors data

Language
French
French - English
English
English
Mandarin
Mandarin
Mandarin
Mandarin - English
Mandarin - French

Type
synonyms
translations
wordnet
thesaurus
thesaurus
wordnet
synonyms
translation
translation

Reference
ATILF & IBM 3
Sajous et al. (2010)
Fellbaum (1998)
Gutenberg Projet 4
Mei et al. (1984)
Huang and Hsieh (2010)
R.O.C Ministry of Education 5
dictionary under C.C licence 6
own data, to be released soon

TABLE 1 – Resources for Tmuse exploration
language and the proxlations into the target language of each semantic field. Semantic fields are
represented by coloured clusters of the extracted
source subgraph, their proxlations are displayed in
the side lists, with matching colours. Upon clicking on a target word, a new query is launched with
the clicked word, on the reverse language pair.
3.3
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Resource variations

Users can change the resource of the monolingual application, and also, independently, the
source, target and translation resources of the
bilingual application. Resources are detailed in Table 1. Results sometimes greatly vary with resource variation. See Gaillard et al. (2011) for an
analysis of the similarity of the semantic structure
of lexical graphs. Beyond words, Tmuse could be
applied to phrases. The computational cost wouldn’t be much higher, but one would not only need
a phrase translation dictionary, but also phrase
synonymy dictionaries. Building such resources
could be done by statistical corpus analysis, which
would require significant experimental work.
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Appendix : Technical details
Tmuse is available online 7 . It runs on a server,
hosted in Toulouse, with 4Gb RAM and 3.4 Ghz
CPU. The client browser only runs the 3D display. The main memory costs stem from the size
and number of the graphs involved. The loaded 27
graphs use 700Mb of memory. As walks lengthen,
the number of probabilities to compute and store
exponentially increases, so we set a limit to t =
10. Clustering algorithms are well-optimised, and
applied to only small subgraphs.
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